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Automatic lines shade in Print Layout Designer
In Dr Computer Repairs, the management requires a report on every item usde per computer repaired or
rebuilt. It must show the origin of the part. This report shows every line in a production order per quarter.
As there are many lines, the production manager would like to have an alternation of shaded and un-shaded
lines in the print out of the document.
To do so, they need to modify the layout of the report.
Note:
When reproducing this workaround, the unique id of the field might be different.
The workaround enables a shaded background behind every odd numbered row.

First select all the fields in the repetitive area. In the fields’ properties -> Color tab ensure that there is no
background no shade and no highlight. In the general tab of the first field, note the value in the left, top and
height fields. Write down the sum of the left plus width fields in the properties of the last field in the line.
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Create a formula field (F_A), (F_310 in the screenshot) and insert the formula lineNum()/2. This formula
gives all even fieldsan integer number while the odd will have a decimal value. The decimal value is then
used to identify the line which should have a shaded background. Remember to mark this formula field as
not visible and set its width, height, top and bottom fields to the value 0, please see the screenshot below.
Note down the unique ID of this field.
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Create another formula field( F_B), F_311 in this example. Insert the formula : DecimalRight(F_A) from the formula
Editor. In between the parenthesis enter the field ID for the linenum()/2. This field isolates the odd lines. Take note of
the field id of this field. Again, like field F_A ensure that this field is also not visible.
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Create a text field over the existing field of the line. In the general tab of the properties area under left, top and height
enter the value of the first field of the line noted above. In the width field select the sum done above.

In the link field select the field ID of the decimal formula field: Field B. In this example Field F_311 is the decimal
formula field
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In the color tab select the shade color as a back ground and remove the frame and highlights.

Ensure that all the formula fields are invisible.
Save the report and preview.
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If on the shaded rows the first column is not displayed, in the properties of this field modify the Left value
from ‘0’ to ‘5’.
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Related Contents


SAP Business One in Action Catalog Page



Link to DRC documentation



Note 1499922



For more information, visit the Business One homepage.
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Copyright
© Copyright 2010 SAP AG. All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP AG.
The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice.
Some software products marketed by SAP AG and its distributors contain proprietary software components of other software vendors.
Microsoft, Windows, Excel, Outlook, and PowerPoint are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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iSeries, pSeries, xSeries, zSeries, eServer, z/VM, z/OS, i5/OS, S/390, OS/390, OS/400, AS/400, S/390 Parallel Enterprise Server,
PowerVM, Power Architecture, POWER6+, POWER6, POWER5+, POWER5, POWER, OpenPower, PowerPC, BatchPipes,
BladeCenter, System Storage, GPFS, HACMP, RETAIN, DB2 Connect, RACF, Redbooks, OS/2, Parallel Sysplex, MVS/ESA, AIX,
Intelligent Miner, WebSphere, Netfinity, Tivoli and Informix are trademarks or registered trademarks of IBM Corporation.
Linux is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other countries.
Adobe, the Adobe logo, Acrobat, PostScript, and Reader are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Adobe Systems
Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries.
Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation.
UNIX, X/Open, OSF/1, and Motif are registered trademarks of the Open Group.
Citrix, ICA, Program Neighborhood, MetaFrame, WinFrame, VideoFrame, and MultiWin are trademarks or registered trademarks of
Citrix Systems, Inc.
HTML, XML, XHTML and W3C are trademarks or registered trademarks of W3C®, World Wide Web Consortium, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Java is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
JavaScript is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc., used under license for technology invented and implemented by
Netscape.
SAP, R/3, SAP NetWeaver, Duet, PartnerEdge, ByDesign, SAP Business ByDesign, and other SAP products and services mentioned
herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in Germany and other countries.
Business Objects and the Business Objects logo, BusinessObjects, Crystal Reports, Crystal Decisions, Web Intelligence, Xcelsius, and
other Business Objects products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Business Objects S.A. in the United States and in other countries. Business Objects is an SAP company.
All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. Data contained in this docume nt
serves informational purposes only. National product specifications may vary.
These materials are subject to change without notice. These materials are provided by SAP AG and its affiliated companies ("S AP
Group") for informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, and SAP Gro up shall not be liable for errors or
omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP Group products and services are those that are set forth in the
express warranty statements accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an
additional warranty.
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